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Robustness (computer science) - Wikipedia
Robustness definition, strong and healthy; hardy; vigorous: a
robust young man; a robust faith; a robust mind. See more.
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Thesaurus
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Robustness - Wikipedia
A robustness diagram is basically a simplified UML
communication/collaboration diagram which uses the graphical
symbols depicted in Figure 1. As you can.
Robustness Task - ACL Fourth Conference on Machine Translation
Robustness is the property of a system whose behaviour is
relatively insensitive to perturbations either in its
environment or in its components. There is often a.
Sargent, T. and Hansen, L.: Robustness (Paperback and Ebook) |
Princeton University Press
Robustness is the property of a system whose behaviour is
relatively insensitive to perturbations either in its
environment or in its components. There is often a.
[] Checking Robustness against TSO
Two very closely related definitions of robustness of a
sequence of estimators are given which take into account the
types of deviations from parametric models.
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Whereas homeostasis and stability are somewhat related
concepts, robustness is a more general concept according to
which a system is robust as long as it maintains
functionality, even if it transits through a new steady state
Robustness if instability actually helps the system to cope
with perturbations Figure 2. Robustness Robustly ; robustness.
Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology 16 AddtoCart.FrankR. It
will be a major challenge to find out under which conditions
trade-offs exist Robustness how to calculate system-level
properties such as robustness or performance, when additional
resource use is accompanied with changes in system
configuration. Teaching Professors : To request a print
examination copy for course Robustness, please visit: Ingram
Academic.
Viabledesignisonlypossiblewithintheconstraintsoffundamentalprinci
the shared task aims to bring improvements on the following
challenges: To improve NMT's robustness to orthographic

variations, grammatical errors, informal language and other
linguistic phenomena or noise common on social media.
Robustness species gain Robustness by increasing instability
in a part of its .
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